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Masked robbers hold up credit :union
by Jeannette Rivera

•

,

Two masked men held up the
off-campus branch of the UCF
Federal Credit Union Monday
morning, getting away with an
estimated $100,000.
Sandra Wingefeld, a bank
employee, was unlocking the
back door of the bank at about
7:30 a.m, when the two men
approached her. One of the suspects, .brandishing a silver revolver with a black handle, com-

mantled her to let the two inside union, the robbers tied up the
two bank employees with duct
the building.
D o n a l d ========~ tape.
Neither one of
Provance, another
~'... nobody's ' the victims was
bank employee,
money was
injured, although
was already inside
k
,,
both said they
the building startever a ns ... were very sh ak en
ing his daily activiby the incident. A
ties as Wingefeld
entered with the
• Mike Murray universitypsycholC>armed men. The
CREDIT ONION gist offered emotional support.
suspects proceeded
to have Wingefeld - - - - - - - •
UCF Credit
UnionPresidentMikeMurraysaid
open the safe for theme
Before leaving the Credit that at this pointitis premature to

t ·

tell whether or not the bank security system will undergo any
changes.
"What we are doing now is tryingto get as much input as we can
from the employees as well as
from the police to determine if
anythingwasdonewrongin terms
operational procedures or security measures," he said. " Ifso, we
will do something about it."
Murray hopes the robbery
will not give a negative image to
ROBBERY continued page 4

COMPOSITE OF
ONE SUSPECT

Clinton greets supporters in Central Florida
by Ann Marie Sikes
STAFF REPORTER

Democratic presidential
candidate Bill Clinton told Floridians Monday only he holds
the ticket for changing
America's future.
Following President Bush's
rainy Orlando stop Saturday,
Clinton found better weather and
thousands of cheering supporters
in Loch Haven Park Monday.
Clinton told the crowd Bush's
speech,foundedonconfusingfacts
and knocking his opponents, is a
disgrace to America.
''We're[Democrats]betterthan
that," he said. "Bush gets his own
and my positions mixed up be-

cause he doesn't believe in any of tion president... ,"Clinton said, tellinghis supporters he would roll up
them."
Clinton urged Floridians to his sleeves to support teachers,
pursue change in America He parents and students and make
insisted that America is heading the United States' education sysin the wrong direction, neglecting tem the envy of the world.
Sen. Al Gore spoke briefly beits faith in the American Dream.
"Will you help us put America fore leavingforthe U.S. capitol to
where it ought to be?'' Clinton vote on the Senate's override of
said. He reviewed some ofwhathe Bush's veto of a cable television
said America needs to regain. its bill that would provide greater
strengths: a solid education sys- regulationsoncabletelevisioncomtem, thrivingbusiness sectors,fair panies. The Senate overrode the
sharetaxesanda universal health bill Monday by a two-thirds house
majority vote.
care program.
"The American people need
The enthusiastic Clinton promised his supporters a work force to veto four more years of Bush/
which will explode with success, Quayle," Gore said. "Florida
resulting from strong education. can shut the door on trickle
'This country needs an educa- down economics."

•

•

•
•
•

•
Democratic presidential contender Bill Clinton enjoyed good weather as he spoke to
a crowd of over SOOOsupporters Monday. (Michael 0eHoog1FUTUREl
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Clinton outlines
education plan for U.S.
by Savannah Miller
MANAGING EDITOR

Educational issues played
a big part in Democratic presidential Gandidate Gov. Bill
Clinton's speech at Orlando's
Loch Haven Park Monday.
With a sunburned face, big
smile and the wind blowing his
hair,Clintontookthestagetotell
thecrowdofabout5,000hisplans
to improve education.
"This country needs a real
education president," Clinton
said, "someone who will roll
up his sleeves ahd engage the
energies of teachers, administrators, parents ... and create a system that is the envy
of the world."
He said his ~ducation plan
includes:
• Teaching everyone, including adults who already
work, to read.
• Strengthening partnerships between businesses and
schools, like Orlando's COMPACT program in which
members ofthe business community act as mentors for students at a high risk of dropping out.
•Implementing a national
service trust fund that would
open the doors of a college
education to all Americans .
This fund, Clinton said,
would provide loans that
could be repaid at a yearly
percentage of the borrower's

,"

_

income after graduation. It
could also be repaid
through two years of national service teaching,
serving as a police officer
or similar public servant,
or wo.rking with the elderly, children or people
with disabilities.
"There are too many
people unemployed, too
many people living in poverty, too many people who
believe that their children
will not do as well as they
did," Clinton said.
"We can do better and
together we will ... ~ he continued. "We have a chance
to take control of our own
destiny."
Students have a very important role in selecting the
next president, Clinton said
later.
When asked to comment
to the students of the University of Central Florida
on the importance of student voting, Clinton said,
'The students have far more
at stake in this election than
I do, or anybody my age.
"Your whole life is on
the line and the decisions
that we make in this election will shape the world
we live in, for better or for
worse," he said. "I want it
to be better and I need your
help to do it."

~ ,:!_~
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•
All the Spaghetti or Baked Ziti with breadsticks, you care to eat.
Mondays and Tuesdays. $2.99

•

•
•

•
•

Real Italian. Real Fast.
NOW OPEN al 12025 Collegiale Way/ 380-3737
SUN-THURS 10:30 a.m. -10:00 p.m. /FRI &SAT 10:30 a.m. -11 :OD p.m.

•

•
•
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I love my new home in '111atcher's Landing. For less than my
parents and I wen paying for my no&y, aamped apartment,
1ve got a spacious place and mom and dad have acool
vacation home. Plus, with aB this peJME and quiet, I

can really aJna?lllmte on my

•

·

•

studies.

•

•

For more infonnation call

382·0400

or come by for apersonal tour and
don't forget to bring mom and dad!

•
•

•
Thatchers Landing is a
quiet neighborhood of low
maintenance 2and 3bedroom homes conveniently
located to UCF.
Some of the homes' many features indude security system pre-wire, refrigerator with icemaker, ·
vertical blinds, vaulted ceilings and oversized patios.

When its time for fun and relaxation
you can enjoy the pool at Thatcher's I.anding or
the 27-acre recreation facility of Waterford lakes
which indudes tennis and basketball courts, an
Olympic sized pool, ball fields, jogging paths
and lakes.

*Sales price $66,400. LQwn payment $19,m. Mortgage amount $46,500. Ba.sed on a 30 year ro,ed Rate Mortgage at 8 1/4% over life of loan Years- l -30 P&I S349.22.
Propertytaxes, iru;urance &HOA dues est at $100.00. Monthly payments-$539.22.

•

J

J

•

•

lbatcher's
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Senators spend $4,100 at retreat
by Jennifer M. Burgess
STAFF REPORTER
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Kelly Stout reacts with amazement as illusionist Craig Karges does magic tricks onstage
Tuesday night. (Michael DeH~FUTURE)

Student Government spent $4,100 to send 50
"/ want to make
senators on a retreat to Homosassa Springs last
sure it's done
week. ·
The money was spent to put the students up in a
right."
hotel for the weekend.
During the retreat, senators learned skills such as
writing bills and parliamentary procedure, said Di- Mark Dogoli
rector of Campus Services Don Langley.
SENATE PRESIDENT
SG members said the retreat also gave the new
senators a chance to get acquainted.
"We wanted them to get to know each other as a
human first," Senate President Mark Dogoli said
earlier this week.
Dogoli said if the retreat had been held on campus, main factor influencing the price drop.
Instead ofhaving the hotel cater food,
the senators would have left in the middle of
the senators ate low-fare meals such as
it.
~ubsand -pizzas, he said. This year, SGalso
"They'd go back to their fraternity and
cut costs by eliminating a boat ride down
sorority parties instead of staying there,"
the Homosassa River and put more stuhe said.
dents in each room.
Getting a way "gives them an atmosphere
Langley said the senators spent Friso they can concentrate on their goals and
. Government
day night talking in small groups .
objectives," he said.
Many of the ideas for activities to let
"These people are dealing with a $2.6
million budget. They have to know what they're the senators get acquainted with each other were
doing so they don't blow it. I want to make sure it's taken from the orientation team, he said.
Dogoli said that the main-purpose of the retreat
done right."
Dogoli also said that this year SG had "eliminated was to remind senators that their job is to serve the
·
the frills," noting that this year's retreat was almost students.
"Hopefully that will eliminate the power-playing_
$2,000 less than last year's.
Dogoli said the lower cost of the meals was the that goes on," Dogoli said.

Campus off-limits to ski team
away.
''Lake Claire is very shallow,"
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
said Biology Department acting
It's a champion team made Chairman David Vickers. "Alot
up of dedicated players, but of boat activity turns up sedithose players can't practice on mentscausingalgaegrowthand
school property.
shoreline erosion."
Some members ofthe biology
Vickers said students who
department·fear the UCF na- take their lunch and sit at the
tional collegiate waterski team picnic table would be disturbed
will harm Lake Claire if the by the noise, and students who
memberspracticeonitwiththeir want to swim there could be in
in-board motor boats. Among danger.
"It is meant to be a quiet
other things, stirred sediments
concern some biology depart- place to get away from it all,"
ment members.
~~~~~~~~~ Vickers said. "It's
Other experts,
just not appropri'We really need a ate."
h owever, think
that Lake Claire
site to continue
According to
would be a good
UCF biology proplac e for the
winning... "
fessor
John
waterski team to
Osborne, Lake
practice.
Claire's bottom is
Coach Gary
• Gary Eaton made
up
of
Eaton said that
WATERSKI COACH
sopropel, very
currently skiers
small, black disandpracticesaredividedamong solved nutrient particles.
'Wave action would stir these
team members who own homes
on lakes.
sediments because waves not
"If there are too many skiers only happen on the surface. They
in one spot, the neighbors com- have shock effects below the
plain," Eaton said. "Each skier surface as well," Osborne said.
has to ski a couple hours a day, "If they come up, it would cause
sotwoorthreeskierseachprac- a lot of nutrients to mix in the
tice at different sites."
solution and cause algae
Eaton, whodrivestoasmany growth."
sites a day as possible, said that
According to Osborne, the Bihe sometimes can't see every ology Departmentdoesoccasionskier between competitions.
ally put boats on Lake Claire to
''They are so spread out," do research.
Eaton said, "they occasionally
"A speeding boat is not really
endupcoachingthemselves. We the problem. When the boat
really need a site to continue slows down to pick up skiers
winning national titles."
andmaketurns,itthrowswaves
While members practice onto the shoreline," Osborne
jumpsonLakelvanhoe, the lake said, adding that Lake Lee, a
isn't long enough to let mem- 12-acre lake near the Central
hers practice their other skills. Florida Research Park, isn't
The team needs a lake at least suitable either.
1,400 feet long to meet all its
"It [Lake Claire] has a lot of
needs, Eaton said. Lake Claire vegetation, like saw grass, which
you don't find anymore,"
is 1,500 feet long.
Theteammusthaveitshome Osborne said. "It really isn't
meets in Groveland, 45 minutes suitable either. Why .waste a
by Patti Kidd

lake for it?"
The skiers, he said, need a
deeper and bigger lake, one
where the wave shock won't
washout the shoreline or tear
up the bottom. "There are a hundred lakes near here greater
than 10 acres," Osborne said.
Another biology professor dis. agrees, however. Bud Berringer
has attempted to secure Lake
Claire for the team.
"Former President Colbert
didn't want it," Berringer said.
An advisory committee was
setup between five anti-boat
people and Berringer. But they
decided against allowing
waterskiers to practice on campus, even though Berringer said
the Environmental Protection
Agency couldn't produce any
documentsthatprovedin-board
motors would harm the lake.
Orange County Environmental Supervisor Nick Ssic also
does not know of any studies
directly related to the effect of
in-board motors and pollution.
"From studies we have done
on 'outo.board' motors, it's generally accepted that newer models
are causing little problems," Ssic
said. Out-board motors carry
advanced carbonation and ex- '
haust recovery systems to prevent hydro-carbon pollution, he
said. "Of course, we are talking
about a motor in good operating
condition."
"There's a lot of different
people with a lot of different
values on what UCF should be,"
Berringer said. "When a person
wants or values something, they
can give you 65 reasons why
they can't do something else."
Drew Ross, a professional
skier who works with the UCF
ski team, said UCF could have
its choice on players but some go
to other schools which have
nearby sites.

Orlando's mayor-elect
wants togetherness
near future.
"We need to keep training
. CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
individuals that can work
As the first woman to be these industries to show the
elected mayor of Orlando, companies that they can find
Republican Glenda Hood right here all the resources
saidlastweekthatsheplans they need," she said .
to implement a "strategic
It is this partnership beplan" to create a better job tween the public and private
market for graduates.
sector, she said, that will
"One of the things we are turn the job market around.
going to do by the end of the
"The'90sareatimeforpartyear is to pull
nership in a way
business, edu- ~~~~~~~~~ weneverthought
cation and gov"The '90s are a of," she said. "By
ernment leadoffering inceners together'"
time for
tives to compaHood said.
partnership... " nies we can enWhile tourcourage them to
ism
still
look at the benrepresentsthe
- Glenda Hood efitsofhiringour
MAYOR ELECT
locals."
bulk of the Cenby Jeannette Rivera

tral Florida - - - - - - - Hood added
market, Hood
that
young
sees potential in encourag- workers need more jobs availing an increase in industries. able as an incentive to stay in
"We are going to put in theCentralFloridaarea.She
place a package ofincentives said it should be a personal
toattractappropriateindus- commitment within the comtries to this community," she munitytohireas many young
said. To that end, the mayor people as possible.
intends to involve UCF in
"I want to keep our young
research efforts and projects people in our community,"
to bring more industry to Hood said.
Central Florida.
Hood, as a native FloridHood said she encourages ian raised in Orlando, atcollege students to consider tended Orange County pubcareers in computertechnol- lie schools.
ogy, space exploration and
She is a member of the
the motion picture industry, UCF Foundation Board and
fields she sees as most the participates in fund-raising
profitable to Orlando in the for the university.

Corrections
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SexRespect will show students
intricacies behind rape trial
After the jurors decide on a
verdict, counselors and
STAFF REPORTER
SexRespect members will be
To promote awareness of available to answer questions
sexual assault, the campus on the subject
group SexRespect will host a of sexual asmock rape trial Wednesday.
sault.
"We want people to know
Traci e
that rape can happen to them," H a r t m a n ,
said SexRespect member Kim- who will play
berly Biles. "We don't want the role of the
people to walk around scared, victim, said
but we want them to become that the ~dea
aware."
for the mock
The trial will start with a trial came
re-enactment of an alleged from Texas
Christian
rape.
The verdict of the trial will University.
Hartman, who is also the
be decided by 12 jurors, who
will be selected from the audi- student advisor and president
ence and will not be present of SexRespect, said the group
has been preparing for the
during the re-enactment.

.. Jennifer M. Burgess

trial since February.
Hartman said she wants
students to be aware of the
programs available on campus
to students
who are victims of sexual
assault.

ROBBERY
FROM PAGE 1
the credit union. "I'd like for
people to look at the fact that no
one was injured and that
nobody's money was ever at risk
in the situation because we are
fully insured," he said. ''The
money will be immediately re·placed."
Some UCF students, however, were unhappy with the
way the bank's administration
handled the situation.

"I unde~stand my money is
protected,n said psychology major Marisol Maysonet, "but I
would have appreciated a little
bit more information from the
bank officials."
Maysonet said that when she
asked a teller about the.
incident,the teller refused to answer any questions. The employee said that even to clarify
which one of the two offices was
robbed, she needed to get clearance from a bank official who
was not in.

"There are
supports on r - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - "'f//i..' hh\d ;kdd~ 'flliL· c~ )/JJ//l//(/Jf)'"
our campus
and off our
<BTUDENT MOVE IN ~P.EC-YAL
campus,"
We offer 1(<12 Bedroom Apartments with
Hartman
Carpel, Dmpes, Central Air/Heal.
said.
"Most
WITH ALL or THE fOLL0\\7 l~G EXTRi\0:
importantly ... we want every•RIGHT ACROSS FROM UCF
•THE ULTIMATE IN
one to know that no means no
•\VALK TO SHOPS. BANKS.
CONVENIENCE
and it's important to commuAND MOVIES
•ON COUNTY BUS ROUTE
nicate this with a partner or a
potential partner," Biles said.

!--·~-----------------------~~-----,

Mary is the victim

of ·an epidemic.... ·
_The greatest crippler and.killer in the nation •
It's call-=d "drinking and driving."
Mary was crippled for life in an auto accident.
The driver of the other car was driving after
"just a few drinks." · But they were enough
to cause a mistake in judgement. And
now Mary can't walk. She is only
one of over 500,000 people injured
or killed each .year in an auto
accident involving drinking drivers.

Don't drink and drive.
The next Mary could be you.

IMPORTANT
Interested in a
color guard for
college students?

Call·677-4591

UN1v.ERSITY APARTMENTS ·
~

12017 Solon Dr.
Orlando, Fl.
(Next to Pizza Hut on Alafaya)

A ditions

What's Missing? You!

. ,• •ltili!!ll
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Spectacular Knights Student Talent Showcase
needs Vocalists, Instrumentalists, and Dancers
to participate in this year's show.

•

Stop by the Student Center
Main Desk to pick up an
application and secure
your audition time . .
For more information, call CAB 823-2611

-CAB::::
CAMPUS ACTMTIES BOARD

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

replace humans...
... your plasma will
always be needed.

•

Coin laundrymat

'

11624 E. Colonial Drive
(Across from the Frat House and
behind Discount Auto Parts)

• Protect against infectio~
• Accident victims
• Provide clotting factors
for hemophiliacs
• New research on life
threatening diseases
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

• Patients in shock
• Bleeding Disorders
• Provide intravenous fluids
for bums, surgery, or
treatments of illness

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/ or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, Fl. 32805
(407) 841-2151

(407) 273-2503

STUDENT SPECIALS

• Take 10% off of full service wash-dry-fold
when you present your valid student l.D.
• Free dry on Thursday (4 - 10:30 P.M.)
with purchase of a self-serve wash
• Buy 7 loads of laundry and get your 8th
wash Free!
M-F

Sa-Su

Hours
8:00 .\.M. -10:30 P.M:
7:30 A.M. -10:30 P.M:

'Last wash must start no later than 9:30 P.M.

•
•
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Final Meeting
& Open Hearing
STUDENT HEALTH FEE
SETTING COMMITTEE

STUDENT MUSICIAN AUDITION
Walt Disney World Christmas Parade
Casting Student Musicians Who Play:

The topic of discussion will be the
proposed INCREASE in the
Student Health Fee.

Come out and Voice your
opinions on this issue.

Euphonium (Baritone Horn) • Percussion (Marching Bells) Piccolo
•Trombone (Tenor and Bass) • Trumpet• Tuba B-flat Clarinet
(with Flute Double)

Requirements:
Must be full- or part-time student. Must be at least age 16.
Must have social security number.
Must provide transportation and housing.
Must meet Walt Disney World grooming standards.

Audition is sight reading
Saturday, October 10 or Sunday, October 11
Resort Entertainment Production Building
1503 Live Oak Lane - Lake Buena Vista
DIRECTIONS: 1-4 East or West to Lake Buena Vista Exit (#27.). Take State
Road 535 North to Hotel Plaza Blvd.-turn left. Hotel Plaza Blvd. to Buena
Vista Drive-turn nght. Buena Vista Drive to Live Oak Lane-turn left. Go
through next mtersectJon (Vista Dr.), building is on left, use rear entrance.

Appointments 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. •
Call 407/345-5701 (Mon. -Fri. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.)
to schedule appointment

October 14
Student Center, Rm. 214
10 A.M. - 12 P.M.

Rehearsals begm weekends m November with performances weekends the
months of November & December with daily performances December 19
through December 31. Salary 1s $8.50 per hour- rehearsal and performance
rate. If you have quesaons call 407/345-5701. Monday- Fnday lOam - 4pm

• n1on
•
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SG: Trying, but not
trying hard enough
e would like to do something we don't
normally do in this section ofthe paper:
applaud student government. After all,
they somehow managed to spend $2,000 less
than they did last year on their annual retreat.
But before we actually start clapping, we'd like
an answer to one question: Why in the world did
they have to go anywhere or spend anything?
We wou1d like an answer because the one
given by Student Body Vice President Mark
Dogoli falls miles short ofjustifying a $4,100
expenditure so senators could "get to know
each other."
Dogoli says it is necessary to travel to
Homosassa Springs because if the student
senate stayed here at home to learn their jobs,
"they'd go back to their fraternity or sorority
parties instead of staying [at the retreat]."
Well, excuse us for infringing upon the social
calendars ofthis service-minded bunch. Far be
it from us to be so selfish as to ask them to forego
the parties and simply do their jobs; it is only,
after all, what they were elected to do.
Dogoli also says that the senate has control
of a $2.6 million budget, so he wants them to
''know what they're doing."
What a novel way to instruct beginning
senators on how to manage the money of the
students: blowing thousands of dollars on a
self-serving trip.

W

CLINTON'

,QUAYLE

Reasons to give it to Clinton
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?

0

rlando got its first
taste ofbig time poliStudent government never tires of telling
ticians this week and
anyone who Will listen how much they do for
the results were rather inthe students .of this university. What they
teresting.
always seem to forget to mention is what they
The fact that both
do TO the students of this university - like
George Bush AND Bill
Clinton both came to the
spending all of their money on garbage.
state is revealing. On Bush's
This out-of-town trip should be recognized
side, it reveals his real and
for exactly what it is: an extravagant perk that
growing fears concerning
student politicians have decided they deservet
the upcoming election. In
so they simply gave it to themselves.
1988 he didn't need to even bother with the state
since it was a lock for him after having spent eight
Whateverhappenedtothestatesmen?Where years as Reagan's concubine. As for Clinton, he
are those who serve because they care about obviously feels confident enough about his campaign
the people they represent? Not to mention to visit a state that is traditionally conservative.
those who serve because it is what they said
Well, in less than a month we'll see which one
they wanted to do.
spent his time wisely and which one wasted his.
However, there have been several revealing moThe student senate should eliminate these men ts that have been exposed along the way on this
obvious self-indulgent perks and remember particular campaign trail And they seem to indicate
why they were elected: to serve the students of that Clinton deserves to be the next president of the
this university, and they can do that much United States.
better here on campus than they can in
First there is the manner in -which each camp has
~
conducted its campaign.
Homosassa Springs or anywhere else.
Bush continues his wink-wink, nudge-nudge act of
taking the high road while allowing his cronies and supportersintentionallytrytosabotage anddisrupttheClintonGore
ticket. This has included-but not been restricted to
Well, it's back to the Future.
-hecklersfollowingthe Democratic bus tours, FAXs being
In wishing ourselves a ''happy 25th," we sent (how very Republican) and, of course, the usual
have made some fairly noticeable changes in character attacks on the candidates and, this time, their
the design of this publication that are, in actu- family members.
Bl}.sh has even come up with his latest crime
ality, a return to some traditions.
"issue," stating - or rather misstating - prison
In celebration, we have included a four-page time statistics for the state of Arkansas.
pullout that follows our own history as well as
Of course, George Bush spends as much time as he
the university's story. Join us for the trip and can on the questions surrounding Clinton's draft status
during the Vietnam era.
here's to another quarter-century.
He insists that this is not a personality issue but that
The staff of The Future

-----------.1

1

Happy birthday to us

News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager
Features Editor

Tli€Future

Sandra Pedicini
Jenny Duncanson
o 1112 Tt. Cen\'al A"'oda f1Na
Francis J. Allman
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 823·2601, News Office (407) 823-NEWS
Lisa Tulibacki
Business Manager
Michael DeHoog Editor In Chief
Sharon L. Thomas
Rafael Cardozo Bill Cushing
· Ed't
Advertising Manager
Robert Offermann • Manag1ng
1 or
Cliff Vanzandt Savannah Miller
Tisha Valery

he wants Clinton to "come clean" about the facts concerning his situation and then tells us (with a straight
face, no less) that what is at stake here is the matter of
personal integrity.
This is a real hoot considering that these statements are coming from a guy who helped this country get into such messes as the S&L debacle, the
BCCI scandal and the Iran-Contra arms-for-hostages deal. And, on top of everything else, it's looking
more and more like old George himself was more "in
the loop" on Irangate than he has copped to in the
recent past. .
Who do we trust, indeed.
I'm sorry but I'm more willing to forgive a 20something-year-old for fudging around with records
when his life was literally at stake than I am to give
a guy leeway who is past 50 and knowingly enters
into situations that are, at best, unethical and quite
possibly conspiratorial.
Then there's the language problem between these
two candidates. Clinton keeps saying that we have
economic problems, real economic problems, in this
country. Bush spent the first three years of his
administration in denial about what was going on
and he STILL won't admit there's a recession going
on, only some economic "difficulties."
Bush has also spent a good amount of time calling
Clinton a wishy-washy candidate who can't take a
stand on an issue. Well, if anyone can determine
waffling, it sure as hell is George Bush. He's excelled
at it domestically for the past four years.
And, finally, there is the fear factor the Republicans keep resorting to this year. You know, the one
that keeps saying that, as bad as the administration
has done this time out, there are less desirable
alternatives.
This was exemplified quite nicely a few weeks ago
when Dan Quayle said on national television that,
while things have been bad, it would have been
worse if Clinton were running the show.
How do we know? Personally, if I'm going to get
blamed for something going wrong, I want the chance
to prove it as factual or disprove it.
I say we may as well give Clinton a chance.
One never knows, do one?
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Campus activities a useful,
Obviously,allclubsandorganizationsaffectthecampus
in some way. No matter what type of organization you are
involved in, you are providing for better community relaCAMPUS COMMENTARY
tions both on and off campus. The actions of all activities
definitely affect the way in which our university is pernless you've been living under a rock, or in Ne- ceived by the public.
braska, chances are you know there are numerous
I commend the actions of those groups who reach out to
student groups on campus. Unfortunately, most of the community of Orlando and offer assistance.
thesegroupshavealarminglysmallmemberships.Itseems
These clubs are helping to give the university a good
that for one reason or another most students are rather reputation. It is easier for the public to support UCF
apathetic to their existence. For example, less than 900 when they see that UCF supports them. The groups
students voted in the Student Government elections. No who support awareness of social problems on campus
one really seemed to care. Many people have confided in me are also deserving of esteem.
that they feel the Student Government is a bunch of selfPerhaps the one thing that we students tend to
serving mulleheads. And aft.er meeting some of the mem- overlook is the fact that a strong federation of student
bers of SGA, I am inclined to agree.
organizations sends the adminis_tration the message
Oh, dear me: I seem fa have digressed from my that we care about this university and are monitoring
agenda for tuuay.
the policy making process.
Okay, here it is. I feel thatit is necessary for everyone to
Involvement in student groups and organizations gives
involve themselves in university activities. Why, you ask? practical experience. When an employer is reviewing a
Well, let's discuss it. First, we'll look at how involvement resume, he or she will most likely look for involvement in
yields a better UCF. 'Then, we1l examine the practical group activities. Involvementis the mark ofa well-rounded
experience aspect of involvement. And final-"lee," we11 individual and demonstrates an ability to interact with
explore the opportunity that involvement gives us to meet others. It also gives the opportunity to1earn acceptance and
new friends.
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outlet
understanding of opposing viewpoints and lifestyles.
Involvement is, without a doubt, one ofthe most important
stepping stones to the future.
Last but not least, involvement in campus activities
givesusagreatopportunitytomakenew friends. This may
be the most important reason of all. The people you meet
through differentclubsandorganizationsmaywell become
friends for life. There is no point in anyone sitting at home
feeling lonely when so many groups that would love to have
new members.
There is nothing more binding than a common goal.
So what is to be learned from this?
Simply that it is important for everyone to involve
themselves in campus activities in ·one way or another.
Involvement allows for a better university, gives practical
experience, and opens doors to friendship.
If you are uncertain about how to find out information
about clubs and organizations, call the Student Center.
They will be able to provide you with the information you
need or at least point you in the right direction.
There are lots of groups and organizations that are
looking for new members right now.
With luck and a bit of effort, those vacancies will
fill up fast.

Tony Whitten

In Limbo
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Today's media uses the most reliable voodoo
Dave Bany
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

A

s the nation enters the "home stretch" of the
.1992 election race, it's tim,e to address the
question of whether we in the news media are
doing an accurate, fair and responsible job of covering the bozos running for president.
I would have to say, in all objectivity, that we are.
Oh, I realize that there are some critics who believe
that we in the media are a bunch of childish, irresponsible snots with zero attention span and no
interest in real issues. Well, let me tell you something, Mr. Media Critic: Your fly is unzipped. Ha ha!
Made you look!
Seriously, I'm sick and tired of this media-bashing. I happen to be darned proud of the job that we
journalists do, sometimes under very difficult circumstances. I'll give you an example from the Republican Convention:
It was the night that George Bush was to give his
speech accepting the nomination, and all of us in the
media knew that unless he gave The Speech Of His
Life, his candidacy was doomed. We had learned this
the same way we learn everything, namely by conducting a scientific poll of 549 people.
Perhaps you are saying: "Wait a minute. You can't
get any kind of meaningful information by polling
only 549 people."
Oh yes we can. Because this is a SCIENTIFIC poll.
These are not just any old 549 people. These are, by
scientific measurement, the 549 stupidest people in
America who can still answer a telephone.
We in the news media get all our major facts from
them. That's why, as the presidential race has developed over the past two years, we've been able to inform
you, with complete confidence, that: (1) George Bush
was unbeatable; (2) Bill Clinton was doomed; (3) Ross
Perot had a very serious chance; (4) George Bush was
doomed; (5) Bill Clinton was unbeatable; and (6) Ross

out to be Bikers' Night at Richard Heads'. And when
I say "bikers," I'm not talking about the health
fanatics you see pedaling furiously around on their
IO-speeds, wearing what appear to be girdles from
space. I'm talking about people who ride HarleyDavidson motorcycles; large, muscular, hairy people
who have individual tattoos larger than my entire
body. And those are just the WOMEN.
Fortunately the bikers were basically friendly, by
which I mean they did not p.ick us up by our smallcircumference journalistic necks and use us in a
game of Human Wall Darts. But they did not seem at
all interested in the President's speech. You could
see the President on a ceiling-mounted TV, but you
couldn't hear him, because there was a very loud
jukebox playing heavymetal songs by bands with
names like Ear Discharge.
We were able, however, to follow the speech,
because one of us, Craig, had a cellular phone, which
he used to call a friend of his in Washington, D.C.,
who was watching it on TV.
Perot never had a chance. You do not obtain informa"WHAT'S HE SAYING NOW?" Craig would shout
tion of this consistency without the aid of science.
to his friend. Then he'd turn to us and shout: "IT'S
So anyway, when the Republican Convention was SOMETHING ABOUT CAPITAL GAINS. OR
held, our polls showed that George Bush was scien- MAYBE WAR WITH SPAIN."
tifically doomed, and his only hope was to give The
Meanwhile, the rest of us, as trained observers,
Speech Of His Life. Everybody in the media was were sharing our observations on the speech. "HE
saying this. A gang of leading pundits roamed the HAS ONLY ONE STRIPE ON HIS TIE," somebody
convention press center, and if they found journal- would observe. And somebody else would say: "I
ist who had failed to use the words "The Speech Of THINK HE'S MAKING THE HAND GESTURES
His Life" in a news report, they'd knock this offender OF HIS LIFE."
down, and Jack Germond would sit on him while
And thus, using gritty determination and adDavid Broder yanked off his press credentials in a vancedjournalism techniques, we were able to overpainful manner.
come major obstacles to "get the story" and report it
I was with a group of journalists who had decided to the American people, who were unable to watch
to cover the President's speech from a Houston es- this vital speech themselves because they had rented
tablishment named, but rarely called, "Richard "Revenge of the Nerds."
Heads' Restaurant and Bar." Our idea was that we'd
And so Mr. Media Critic, don't try to tell ME
find ordinary voters there, and we could gauge their that we're not doing a heck of a job. The U.S. news
reaction to the speech, using a battery-powered reac- media corps just so happens to be the finest corps of
tion gauge.
news media in the entire nation. And that statement is
The problem was that this particular night turned not just my opinion. It's backed up by a scientific poll.
C,11992 Tubune Media Services. Inc
All Rignts Reserveo
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GREEK CORNER
:E<t>E
UCF be ready for Mil & 1:<t>E for
Homecoming '92. Get hyped. Sig Eps/l.M Dolphin Daze this week. Black
Friday is soon. It's Hoe's B-day!
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Southern Gents is this Friday! Be at the
house at 8:00 for the bus. This year
promises to be yet another incredible
time, so come prepared to have fun.
nKA thanks all sororities for Southern
Belle nominations. See you there! Pl KE
II football continues undefeated and
unsored on! Games Monday. PIKE softball undefeated tool
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Today, softball vs. SAE@ 7pm.
ATO, Viking,

~.

Viking, ATO & ~!

Friday-ATC VIKING w/~!!@house.
· Mn
Only one day left til hayride! Get those
dates! Congrats to Greek of the week
Pat Haile, DC Keep studying & support
Mn sports! ALPHAS it's almost time!

ACACIA
Good job Scott and John on the Lil Sis
dinner and thanks to everyone who
came: The house looks great guys. The
~HIT pledge class is looking great keep
up the good work. Football on Monday
at 5. And this is for the brothers and
pledges: I admit the Patriots stink up a
football field. C-ya next week. ACACIA
rocks.
1:X-Safe sex party Sat. Oct. 10 at the
house 9:00. Special guest LAE. Be
there!!! Sponsered by Wellness Ct.

PHI DELTA THET.A
/l.M good luck on your 1st annual Dol-

phin Daze!
participation
luck Neil-we
10th 9:00pm

Guys, lets have 100%
for -Dolphin Daze. Good
want the keg! Party Sat.
at house!WITBPD1PDD

Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Hey Pi Sigs's-Congrats to our new
members! New member retreat has
been moved to Oct. 17-Come help out
& cheer on the softball teams @UCF
field Sat. Oct. 10, 9am! GBM's-5pm
every Mon. ·
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
/l.M Tri-Delt Dolphin Daze !l.M-The

Tekes are ready to win it all! Games
today 12-2pm on green, hot wings 9pm
@ Crazy Wings, Frats-at-Bat 9am Sat.
@ Int. Fields. J-board vs. Guy!
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Thanks to Dan Galloway of the Career
Resource Center for the Interview wor1<shop. Pledges are U studying for your
tests yet? O: Ce'sar, where is our
picnic? A: What picnic?

Two FINS needed to share clean 3bd/
2bath house in safe neighborhood in
Titusville. $200 per month + 1/3 utl per
room . Call 267-8609.

AA MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY
NOON TO 1PM. STUDENT CENTER

Powerlite Cycling
Fun rides Tour rides Trail rides
Meets Oct. 15 at 3pm, Room 214 in
Student Center for more information:
ask for Bill at 381-3984.

ROOMMATES
Apt. to share-Forest Highlands looking
for NS to share apartment-Immediate
occupancy;, Call 282-8183 ask for ~tt.
F N/S 22+ for 212 $200 + 1/2 util. 5 mi.
UCF. Kathleen 384-7136.
FINS wanted to share 3BR 2BA apt.
pool, patio, alarm, volley/raquet courts,
friendly roommates . Call 679-3264
Lauren, Jane, Christine
Responsible female N/S to share a
2bed/2bath apt. $200 mo.+ 1/3 utilities.
5 .miles from UCF. 2 miles from
Valencia. Call 382-9039.
F N/S needed to share 3b, 2b home,
3mi. from UCF! Have w/d, and guard
dog on premises. $213/mo + utilities!
Call now, leave message 679-6261.

Apple llC w/disk dr., printer, color
monitor, software, manuals $400
831-3923.
Adult bikes-1 O speed or coaster $30 to
$65, 831-3923.

8

SERVICES

I
GUilAR LESSONS
Beginner to Advanced
Do you want to: Learn basic
chords? Popular songs? or Sharpen
your technique?
CALLJEFF 677-4068

AUTOS

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

ROOM 211 .
SWAT
Student Wellness Advocate Team
would like to invite anyone interested to
rake part in our weekly meetings at 4pm
every Wednesday. For more info call
823-5841, see you there!

Bunk beds, L-shaped, sturdy hardwood.
Real mattresses incl. Bought for adults.
Exe. condition. $150 Call 282-1554.

Room in 3Bdrm, 2 1/2Bth townhouse
avail in Nov. 2mi. from UCF. $235/mo.
+ 113 utils. Mike or John 282-8291.

.CLUB INFO

n•
KAPPA DELTA
KD ladies get ready 4 an exciting Viking social w/ATO! ATO's R awesome.
Good luck Tricia W.-ITKA & Dina M.~X . Congrats to new BS/LS! Great job
w/picnic Traci! Volleyball tonite 7:30!

Female needed to share 212 ASAP.
Mostly furnished, $250 per month plus
112 utilities, and $150 deposit, 8 miles
from UCF. Call immediately! 384-M84.

October 8, 1992

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
For rent 2 bedroom 1 bath apt. $440.00
a month. Walking distance to UCF
363-5636
4-bedroom 2-bath home 2-car garage
door opener, eat-in-kitchen, over
1600 sq. ft., sprinkler, corner lot, and
more $800/mo Call Hector 623-7588
leave message.
2-story townhome 2-bedroom 2.5·
bath, wash e r-d rye r-refrig eratormicrowave,wet-bar, patio, pool, and
more $600/mo. Call Hector 623-7588
leave message.
Room for rent in a 3 bedroom fully
-furnished apartment. Near UCF and in
the laser route. Rent is $210.00 per
month. Call 407-382-8230!
Cozy 211 duplex on Cul-De-Sac. New
carpet_, flooring, wallpaper, washer/
dryer, ceiling fans, fern park, 339-2043
or 823-5544 $430.00 month.
·
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent. Walking
distance to campus. Available NOW.
$450. David 249-2865.

FOR SALE

Roommate needed to share 2BA 2BR
prtly furnished apt. 4 miles from UCF
rent is $330 mo male/female Call
Alexander at 382-3340.

2BR/2BA condo. Walk to UCF $59000.
Amenities and extras. Call 365-9293.

F N/S 2BD 2BA $175.oo +
util+phone+dep Call Julia 249-1493
evening

Hunters Reserve condo for sale.
2BDR/2BA. 2 min. from UCF $56,900
366-8511

House to share N/S 2 miles from UCF.
$325 includes all 366-9391/823-5606. ·

'82 Yamaha piano, brown oak, exc. con.
$1500 Call 657-7837 or 657-4775, Su.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevy, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 Ext. S-4628.

HELP WANTED
Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65
RPS needs p/t package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn $2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean, etc.)
Holiday, Summer and Career
employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5418.

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING:APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional* Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735
Five years typing for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.
A-1 Stop Office (laser printing)
Special students rates/rush jobs avail.
Term papers & resumes 678-8887
Typing at competitve rates, next day
and weekend typing available, pick-up
and delivery to UCF. 657-1998.
Term papers & resumes typed at good
rates. 281-1574 M-S 9-9 WordPerfect.

Part time: Attention getting cheerleader
or porn porn person for Colonial Flea
Market. Approx. 3 hrs. on Fri., Sat.,
Sun., Mgr. 380-8888
Distributors needed-get in on the most
incredible revolutionary product of the
90's. Market potential is unlimited
366-2213.
Part time sales person needed, flexible
hours Call Mike at Van Winkle Futons
for more info. 679-7772 Mon-Sat 10-8
Sun 12-7.
Applications are now being accepted
for chairperson of the Travel and
Recreation Committee of Campus
Activities Board. Applications are
available at Student Center main desk.
Deadline 10/21/92. Call x2611 for info.

WANTED
Will buy backless "spine aligning"
chair(s). State price. 282-1554.

TUTORS
ACCOUNTING TUTOR
All levels:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

CLASSIFIED INFO
*35 Characters Per Line
*$.075 per line: UCF Students,
Staff, & Faculty *$1.50 per line
Non-students & Businesses
*Boldface & Underline Double
Line Rate *Prepayment Only
Stop By The Central Florida
Future Business Office (9am-4pm)
or Mail Ad w/Prepayment to:
The Central Florida Future,
Attn: Michelle Raymond, Classifieds,
P.O. Box 25000,
Orlando, FL 32816

GIVE A
WOODS
ARSONIST

TIME
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Iver 'et APol Smashed!

JAIL!

Strike Back against woods arson.
USDA Forest Se:-vice Hnd Southern Sta!e Foresters
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a mid-morning
sun is hellish.
Windows ·glare
and the reflected
eyes. The concrete is friction good-bye.
rays pinch the
sunlight. It hurts to walk
I tried to skate. I did, really; but I gave up after the fourth
hot and bloated with
long outside, forthat mat- fall. Too much pain. So why are so many UCF students
- hurts to stay too
ter.
doing it?
Robin Kelley, a skater, said, Rollerblading is fun. There
So watching a person glide along on hot concrete is
as near as you'll get to a mystical experience before lunch. is a lot of movement to the sport."
Ah! Dynamics and motion and such! What about bikes,
What witb. sunlight rolling off the wheels, plastic boots
swimming up against a cravvd of shuffling feet and all, though, bicycles are as dynamic as skates, aren't they?
"But." Kelley said, in-line skates are more convenient,
Rollerblading is a damn graceful sport. Pretty, too. Watch a
'blader long enough and you pick up a rhythm. The boots as far as storage space and practicality is concerned.
don't shuffle. They glide. One foot f(lakes an angle and Rollerblades don't take up much room in a dorm. Also. it
pushes back while the otherfoot slides forward. That motion helps. when you're skating from one class to another. You
repeats itselfover and over. One. two. One two. One two ... don't have to park your skates."
A-ha. Butwhydotheyhavetoberollerblades?Whycan't
like a drum beat on a Front 242 track
Stare at the wheels long enough and they stop spinning. tf:ieybe run-of-the-mill old-fashioned easy-to-skate-on skates?
"Flrstofall, the propertenn is in-line skates. RollerBlades
Seems as if the person is standing still on a high-speed
are abrand of in-line skates.just like Legos are a brand name
conveyor belt.
Everyone else is stuck on slow motion in a cheap VCR. for building blocks."
In-line skaters, rollerbladers. are putting us 'mundane
Oh.
"And in-line skates are better than regular skates bewalkers to shame. Look around. Campus walkways are full
of 'bladers. swarming up and down walkways usually cause they are faster and smoother. n
trodden by clumsy feet. Walking is so clunky, when comOh.
pared to the grace. elegance. beauty and so-and-so of in-line
All in all. the popularity of the sport seems to lie in the
skating.
sheerdelightofthe experience. not in the smoothness of the
Grace and ease are always a part of this skating thing. But ride orthe dynamics of the thing. And it is fun. Most people
it doesn't come naturally. Uke in any other discipline, joining the 'blading wave are recruits who've tried it once or
rollerblading requires a whole lot of practice, determination twice with their friends and have loved it. That's hovv much
and skill.
fun it is.
JamesSpelsberg. a 'bladersaid. "Unlessyou'reagood
Kelley had tried the sport with some of her friends. She
ice-skater. if you·re a good ice-skater, you 'II probably be a bought a pair of in-line skates that very same night.
pretty decent in-line skater. n
Yeah. yeah. Fun. sure. but what good does it do?
Go figure.
"It's a great lovver body exercise. Good for the legs. "
But anyvvcry, the point is this. rollerblading looks kinda Kelley said. "Also, it serves as a good training technique for
easy.Doesn'tit?Youseethesepeopleglidingaround.care- snow ski." she added. And it is fun. At nights. 'bladers take
free and happy as bumblebees, and it looks easy. Really. over the campus. Their numbers are small at sunset. but
really easy. But it isn't. Try on a pair of in-line skates Cbum grow larger as the night gets darker.
them off a friend). When you strap those babies on, you kiss
• juan martinez
11
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Smirnoff comes to Bonkerz
YakovSmirnoff, comedlan, naturalized American and
father, brings his act to Bonkerz Comedy Club in Orlando
on Saturday and Sunday night.
In a California shCM', Yakov addressed the audience
casually and answered questions. He plans to do the
same thing at Bonkerz.Yakov said his act is an "observation of what's hCl>J::>ening in the 'NO!id right nCM'. "
ul'm trying to reach a lot more people by being
universal, an American, a dad," he said.
His act has changed along with the changes in the
Soviet Union. uIf Russia needs nuclear war heads
dismantled, they should leave them in a New York alley,
and they'll be dismantled in no time," he joked.
These changes do not make Yakov like other comedians. "I still have an edge nobody has. My outlook will
always be different." he said. Yakov knows audiences
are not sure about the changes. "They remember me
when I first came to America. I have evolved. "
"I'm getting away from 'What a country .. .' That's a
little naive. I've been here a long time," he added.
YakovbecameanAmerican citizen attheJuly4, 1986
Statue of Liberty celebration. "Iwas representing California. It made me feel like Miss America.. "
.. New York was overfriendly. People would hug in the
streets. In New York when someone hugs you, you look
for your wallet." he joked.
Yakov is becoming Americanized. As a citizen. he
sometimes catches himself thinking uthose damn foreigners taking American jobs."
Yakov' s wife is an American woman and he has
"conservative" in-laws. "This creates different sources

of comedy- human relationship humor," he said.
Yakov's wife, Unda, is nCM' expecting their second
child. "Fatherhood is the best thing that ever happened to
me after coming to America," Yakov said. He also said he
would like to have more children, but he said Linda told him
after this one, someone is going to get a vasectomy. "I
suspect that will be me, but maybe I can convince Unda
to have one more," Yakov said.
Yakov visited the Soviet Union after becoming an
American citizen. uIwas not censored at all this time .·ltwas
mind boggling. I made jokes like 'KGB stands for Kiss
Good-bye your Butt,'" Yakov said.
Yakov has appeared at the White House and said it's
frightening. "If they don't like you, you' II never work in the
country again," he joked.
He said he has been very fortunate to work with people
like Robin Williams. " Robin was learning Russian [for
uMoscow on the Hudson]. He came up to me and said
[something in Russian] which means, 'You make me feel
like a natural woman,' and that thrilled me."
Yakov likes Bill Cosby because he is "one offew that
can cross to every age group." "That's a challenge I like.
It's easy to single out one group. That's why my humor's
clean so I can appeal to 7-year-old children to 90-year-old
grandparents," he said.
He loves Rosanne too. "Her show is head and
shoulders above anything on TV," he said. Yakov is
currently concentrating on developing atelevision sitcom
and wants his television show to be of the same caliberas
shows like Rosanne. When asked if he was always funny,
Yakov said, "I think that I'm ·funny when Iwantto be funny.
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Otherwise my life becomes one tone. That would be comedian hell."
• debbie didier
assistant entertainment editor
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HERE'S ACOURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS.
Trek iQto '93 witb aQew
Trek 800 fron) BIKE WOJllfS

(

ALL
YOU
I
CAN
I
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
I . & BREADSTICKS

1!

$5.25

WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

BriQg your bike to tbe
8/KE WORKS ll)obile repair service Every WedQesday, 10 - 2pll), across
froll) tbe Wild Pizza-CJCF call)pus

Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad
and warm garlic breadsticks.
~•
It's all just $5.25. And you
-.~~r
don't have to be a math
I
~

majartoligureoutthat
that's a great deal.

()~
ITALIAN

_ _f

(I

•
(1

Hf-.STAl JHAN'I

WHERE Ar.r.THE BEST OF I1A1Y IsYol rRs.~
Available only at:
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084.
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A great 'Hero'
•
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Bloodsucking movie sucks
"Innocent Blocx:I", the new hor- set on busting hea9 Mafioso man Sal
ror-cornedyfromdirectorJohn Landis "The Shark" Machelli (Loggia) but
("An American Werewolf In Lon- Marie screws up his plans when she
don," "The Blues Brothers," "Ani- attacks Sal but doesn't kill him. Sal,
mal House") sucks, especially since now a human parasite like Marie,
Landis has done so well on his previ- goes on a slaying spree to convert all
ous films. Staning Anne Parillaud his underworld followers into an
(from "La Femme Nikita"), Robert undead Mafia. Add to this nonsense
Loggia, Anthony LaPaglia, and Don Sal's la""'Yer Emmanuel Bergman
Rickles CDon Rickles?!), this movie CRickles) who has absolutely nothing
neither Vv'Orks as horror or comedy, to do with the story ard doesn't even
and certainly not both.
say anything remotely humorous.
Eternal vampire Marie CParillaud) Marie and Joey meet and fall in love
becomes bored with killing just any- whileallthisisgoingon,anditdoesn't
one; she is a culturally refined crea- bother Joey at all that he's having
ture of the night with ataste for Italian. sexual intercourse with a really old
Yes, folks, that's right. Sheonlyfeasts woman who drains the blood out of
upon Italian Mafia men. A vampire guys after getting them turned on.
with a conscience. How nauseating! Hey, guys, is it just me or Vv'Ouldn't
Since Marie doesn't want to draw you be just a little bit leery of awomcl"
attention to herself, she shoots her with glowing eyes and sharp pointed
victims in the neck to cover up the teeth?
John Landis has really bitten the
bite marks. The gullible press, not
knowing that these men have been "'big one this time. I noticed several
deprived of almost all of their blood, continuity errors and scenes derived
merely thinks it is a series of Mafia from other films. At the beginning of
family warfare and no one suspects the movie Marie attacks a guy and
she has some weird decay on her
anything supernatural.
Enter undercover cop Joey back, but it wasn't there before and
GenenoCL.aPaglia). He's got his sights never reappears for the rest of the

film. Later in the movie Marie takes a
showerto wash all the blood off of her
and the blood flows down the drain
reminiscent of "Psycho." But when
she gets out of the shower, she
leaves bl6ody footprints on the floor.
In another scene Sal catches a fly in
his hand to demonstrate how quick
he is, and I remember Jeff Goldblum
doing exactlythe same thing in " "The
Fly." Also,policemenleavetheirkeys
in their cars so the characters can
conveniently steal them, butwouldn 't
cops know better than to do something like that?
I thought Don Rickles was extremely disappointing here and expected him to start doing some
mother-in-law jokes to save him from
this lame performance. The only redeeming quality of "Innocent Blood"
is the cameo appearances from Frank
Oz (of Muppet fame), honor effects
guru Tom Savini and Sam Raimi (director of "Evil Dead" and
"Darkman"). Even the title of this
movie is dumb; no one here is innocent and no one has innocent blocx:I.
Go rent "Lifeforee" instead.
• adam miller
central florida future

"Hero" is a modem Cinderella tale with Dustin Hoffman in one of his most
unlikable and Vv'Onderfully cynical roles in years.
Hoffman plays Bernie Laplante, a small time con-man and thief whom
everyone despises because he cannot be trusted.
His reputation is that of a weasel, and he can never change that view
of himself.
Then, one night while on his way to meet his son, his car stalls on a
bridge and a plane crashes right in front of him.
At first, Bernie can only think of his own selfish needs and wants, but
with the encouragement of a young boy, Bernie is pushed into heroism.
He eventually ends up saving all 54 passengers on the plane, including
award winning television reporter Gale Gayley CGeena Davis of "Thelma
And Louise").
The most ironic part oft he rescue is how Bernie loses one of his shoes
(the Cinderella aspect). Bernie also decides to keep his anonymity. His
trade as a con-artist taught him to keep a low profile.
Things become blown out of proportion when Gale makes a media
hero of her savior. Soon, her television station holds a manhunt for the
rescuer and even offers one million dollars to him, if he reveals his identity
and grants an inteNiew to the public.
Bernie's missing shoe is the only clue to who the hero is .
John Bubber, <Andy Garcia of "The Godfather Part Ill") is an honest
homeless man looking for something to eat and somewhere to sleep.
Bubber accidentally obtained the missing shoe which fit. This was proof
enough for him that he should receive the million dollar reward and the
fame.
Through the media, Bubber becomes an instant celebrity who
everyone talks about in the media.
He literally becomes a hero overnight. This, of course, deeply angers
Bernie, who is in jail, during Bubber's rise to fame.
Bernie is bailed out, and then tries to ruin John's image by speaking
the truth, which is useless.
The media blows the situation out of proportion giving too much
coverage to John Bubber' s heroism.
The publicity is so tacky and sickening that it becomes hilarious.
Things improve for Bubber. He is on talk shows. He goes to visit disabled
children in hospitals. He stars in a television dramatization based on his
heroism.
The interesting thing is that John Bubber is truly an honest man, and it is
only his desperate need for m0ney and the media's publicity which conupts
him.
..
Director Stephen Freers ("The Grifters" and "Dangerous Uaisons")
seems to have a knack for stories dealing with con-men and the fooling of the
common man. "Hero" is no different. It is just that instead of sexual trickery
or financial trickery, it is the conning of the public by the media.
In fact. "Hero" puts down the media. It also demonstrates that honesty
does eventually prevail in a dishonest Vv'Orld.
• eyal goldshmid
central florida future

STUDENT SPECIAL

?~Sola

Z'eda

FRAME & FUTON
STARTING AT

$155

Lake• Howell
Square
(407) 679-7772

•

10% off w/ ID-excludes sale items

1271 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, FL 32707

IRI, I.--.c.
286, 386, 486, PC's, desktops, notebooks:
We have them all, and
We give you what you want in your computer ·

•

A

Reliability~omplete

hardware technical support, and
24 hour, 7 day-a-week technical support of 90% of the
software that we sell .

•
•

A

Convenience -FREE delivery, set-up, and installation.
-FREE consultation to get you started on
your new computer.
Easy to Learn-A complete tutorial of each major function
comes built into the system. Perfect for the first-lime user or
the expert who needs a quick and simple refresher course.
User-Friendly-Format a disk with the touch of a button, or
-Copy an entire disk with a single keystroke.

FREE Prodigy source kit, FREE wordprocessor built-in.
FREE spreadsheet & charting, FREE database manager.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS A

A

PEACY MAIN/LEGENDE PRODUCTION

RIDLEY SCOTT FILM GERARD DEPAADIEU 1492:CONOUEST OF PARADISE
ARMAND ASSANTE AND SIGOURNEY 'WEAVER MUS~~VANGELIS
BIDDLE. B.S.C. PROOUCE~~ MARC BOYMAN AND ROSELYNE BOSCH
p~~~~~T~z: M1M1 PoLK SoTELA AND IA1N SM1TH WR•TT~~ RosEL YNE BoscH
PRoouc:~ RIDLEY SCOTT AND ALAIN GOLDMAN D•REcT~~ RIDLEY SCOTT

Avoid waiting for hours in the UCF computer labs just to log
onto the LAN. A complete system, custom-tailored to your
needs is only a phone call away .

.. .,oc:~~'i.~~":.~~ ADRIAN
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APARAMOUNTCOMMUNICATIONSCOMPANY
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SOUNDTRACK ALBUM AVAILABLE ON
EAST WEST RECORDS CASSETTES ANO COMPACT DISCS
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Computing has never been so easy!
Information Resources International, Inc.
(407) 931-1178
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Sing along with 1Gin Blossoms' Big cheer for Fido

From Te~. Arizona, the Gin Blossoms are out to
prove that guitars do not have to sou11~ like a 747 taking off
to make powerful, toe-tapping music.
With its first full length release "New Miserable Experience," the Blossoms keep the guitars squarely in the
tistener' s face. They' re not just trying to melt it off like the
slew of other "alternative" noise and industrial bands
around today.
Melodic guitar rock about love and loss is nothing
incredibly new but what sets these guys apart is the near
minimalist style in which they awroach their songs. There's
no sterile drum machines and you won't find layers of stale
keyboards or strategically placed hand claps either.
\A/hat the ristener will discover is straightforvvard emotion rather than narcissistic technical prowess. The members of the Gin Blossoms appear to pride themselves on
songcraft and strong production without the flashy filler. The
only outside instrument is the Zydeco-flavored accorcfion
found on the romping "Cajun Song."

The Bbssoms' lyrics are nothing to invoke any kind of
philosophic debate, but they do have a nifty talent of dealing
with and inverting diches of drinking, unfaithful women and
assorted debauchery. Vocalist Robin Wilson meshes well
with the t'N'dnging, foot stomping grooves heard on "Hey
Jealousy" Ca critical self-examination), "Mrs. Rita" Casking a
psychic for advice on love), and "Altison Road."
Myonlygripewiththisalbum isthatthreeofthe 12 songs
here have already been previously released on the Blossoms' E.P. "Up and Crumbling" which came out early last

year.
The Gin Blossoms are not for everyone, but if you enjoy
sing-a-long vocals, powerful guitars and relentless drumming, then "New Miserable Experience" is a collection of
great songs well worth your mo~ey.
This band deserves to be heard.
• jarret keene
central florna future

According to The "Dictionary of Contemporary
Slang" by Jonathon Green,
the word "mondo got its
start among the Valley Girls.
An adjective meaning "completely, absolutely." the word
is derived from the Italian
word "mondo" meaning "the
world."
Now from Jon Winokur.
the man who penned such
previous giants of literature
as "Zen to Go" and "The
Portable Curmudgeon,"
comes "Mondo Canine." a
book that is billed as "treasury of quotations, anecdotes, essays, and lore in
celebration of doggie joiede-vivre."
And what a celebration it is.
Winokur has collected the
writings of such humorists
as James Thurber and Dave
Barry. fiction writer Harlan
Ellison. journalist Stanley
Bing. essayist E. B. White
and novelist Jean Kerr.
Winokurthen sprinkles their
works with a liberal helping of
photographs. personal experiences and excerpted quotes
to come up with a book that
studies. highlights and commemorates the animal which
he insists are very much like
· the word's reverse CGodJ in
11

that if they "didn't exist. we'd
have to invent them. "
Apportioned off into sections concerned with various aspects of dog life and
the human relationship with
the species. a relationship
Winokur calls "the oldest.
most durable, and most complex alliance between two
species in history."
Categories range from
"Dog Names and "Dog
Training to Canine Athletes
and "I. Dog. "
There is even a section
labeled "First Dogs" which
is a photographic and written essay dealing with presidential pooches and has
some of the most famous
dog pictures ever seen.
"Mondo Canine" is, like
most of Winokur's previously published work. not a
book that should be relegated to the bookshelf. Big
and bold. it demands a coffee-table.
From Pete the dog (of
Little Rascals fame) to a halfpint size pup that is tethered
to a leash that looks like the
anchor chain for the Queen
Elizabeth, "Mondo Canine
is mondo celebration.
• bill cushing
editor in chief
11
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In 1992 a battleship's been
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compliments of
The Future
Just stop by our trailer located beside the old art domes by the
intersection of Libra and Gemini drives and answer this question:

In what immortal 1980 film did Joe Pesci play the
brother to a character portrayed by Robert DeNiro.
Hint: DeNiro won an Oscar as Best Actor in this title.

_____ ,.-:-=============-:mil
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Cross C01Dlby up and coming
UCF finishes strong at UF Invitational despite adverse weather
By Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

•
•

The UCF cross country team is setting the pace to
a good conference finish. Last weekend the men's
team claimed third and the women's team took
fourth at the University of Florida Invitational.
Sophomore Eric Lipham secured the top finish for
the Knights in 12th place with a time of 27:14 for 5
miles. Junior Pete Fournier was just three places
behind him. Lipham is not all that impressed with
his time.
"That's about average, but it's what I expected to
run,"he said. "It was a tough course, tough conditions."
The race took place in a cold rain which prohibited
the runners from getting a good warm-up.
"It was hard to warm-up in the rain," said freshman Valerie Valenzuala. "I got really stiff on the
course."
Tiffany Hill registered the highest finish for the
UCF women placing 24th after running the 5K in
21:05.
Head Coach Doug Loftus was pleased with the
teams' performance, saying the members are im-

proving at a rate to put them in good position to do
well at the conference championship.
"We are coming along really well," said Loftus,
who is in his first year as coach of tlie team. "We
should do well at the end of the season, we're peaking
at the right time."
The runners agree. While they don't feel this was
their best meet, they are gearing up for the championships. They also agree that the new coach can help
take them to where they want to be.
"We're working towards the last two meets of the
year," Lipham said.
"We're getting into harder workouts and I think
my time will go down," added Valerie Valenzuala.
"A lot ofus brought our times down," Hill said. "We
need to improve a little bit, but if everyone keepsrunning the way they have been in practice, we'll do
great."
Freshman Lorena Valenzuala enjoys being on the
team and feels one of the teams strong points is the
closeness.
"Everybody helps each other," she said."And Coach
really helps us stick together. I'm not running the Junior Lisa Dodenhoff stretches before another
times I should; but my times do keep coming down."

strenuous running practice.

(DeHoo9 tFUTURE)

LadyKnights are cold .in· Indiana, return
to Florida with one loss and one tie
By Andrew Varnon
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Lady Knights soccer team ventured north to the
lower temperatures of South Bend, Indiana to play in
a tournament last weekend at the University of Note
Dame.
Unfortunately, it wasn't the weather that caused
UCF to come away with one more loss and one more tie
in the record book.
Assistant coach Karen Richter, now in her second season at UCF, attributed the
loss to "inconsistent play."
"At ti .mes we looked great and at times we were just
off," she said.
The first game played on Friday against Stanford
ended in a UCF loss, 3-1. The lone goal for the Lady
Knights was scored by sophomore forward Kelly
Kochevar, a header offa comer kick by senior midfielder
Karen Kopp.
The loss was tough for the team to swallow, but
perhaps anticipated, Stanford University is ranked

second in the nation.
The second game for the Lady Knights was against
Wisconsin University on Sunday. UCF tied this one, 22 in overtime.
The first goai of the game came off the foot of
Kochevar with the assist being credited to senior defender Michele Koshan;
The goal impressed Richter, who felt that the women's
passing skills were improving.
"[The play] involved about seven people before the
goal was scored," she said: "It was one of the most
developed plays I've seen in a while."
Kochevar leads the women's team in scoring with
four goals and two assists, accounting for 10 total
points.
Regulation play ended with the scor-e 1-1.
Wisconsin scored first in overtime and held the lead
until sophomore forward Amy Geltz scored the tying
goal, unassisted. This was Gelt's third goal of the
season.
The loss and the tie sets the Lady Knights' record to

THE PUCK STOPS HERE

4-2-1 .
UCF has dr.opped to 12th in the national rankings.
UCF will continue its season against Arkansas and
Wright State at Florida International University in
Miami on Oct. 9. The Lady Knights next home game is
on Oct. 13 against Berry University.
The next home game for the. men's team is on Oct.16
against the University of Miami, Ohio.

Plan Ahead for Oct. 8-14

•

•

•

The Tampa Bay Lightning, the NHL's newest team, took to the ice last night in their
first home game in front of a sellout crowd at the Expo Hall in Tampa. The Lightning
who were 6-2-1 in preseason played the Chicago Blackhawks. (DeHoogtFUTURE)
,
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A question of values: Sports vs. Politics
Should Americas favorite pasttime take precedence over presidential debates? Pro and Con
Jenny Duncanson
OFFSIDES

.._,

An article in the Monday, Oct. 5, 1992
issue ofUSA Today begins-Good news.
The USA's priorities remain intact: It's
sports over politics.
That's right. There are still some sane
people in control.
- CBS is rescheduling the presidential
and vice-presidential debates to avoid a
conflict with the baseball playoffs and
the World Series and ABC's "Monday
Night Football."
Moments after the announcement was
made, the criticism began.
It's an awful reflection on the values of
today's Americans, critics cried. We
should put politics first, thats what affects our lives.
Hey, Im pretty affected by a game of
baseball. I cry when my Yankees dont
win.
This is not the first time that politics
has been preempted for sports. Reports
on the Persian Gulf War were fit into
halftime of the Super Bowl as was an
address from President Bush.
True, it would not appear that too
many people are concerned with watching a presidential debate, but (1) tha~s
nothing new and (2) can anyone really
blame us?

Trace Trylko
<.·. OFFICIAL WORD:·-'":·
Professional and college sports dominate the calendar and the tube for nearly
365 days a year. Meanwhile, politics
languish in relative obscurity, except for
an occasional blip of interest caused by
the presidential election.
These two forces run into one another
rather abruptly this month. The presidential d~bates had been scheduled to
air opp9site the Major League Baseball
playoffs and the World Series. Unfortunately, the early winner is sports programming and for this we should be
ashamed of ourselves.
When push came to shove the televi-

Why just
sit there
and read
thesportg
section?
See it,
live it,
write it
and
get paid
for it!
Call Jenny Duncanson,
Sports Editor at 823-3956
for more information.

It is not as if th~s is the first time that
people have shown apathy towards politics. And who wouldn't perfer bat swinging to mud slinging?
In the evening, people want to relax,
unwind and lose themselves into another place where they can forget about
their worries. The fairy tale world of
politics is not the place to do that. I'd
rather see coaches kicking sand on
umps, thi!n politicians throwing mud
and spouting lies.
Political debates are always the same
thing. Carefully practiced speeches which
are somehow quickly forgotten after
taking the presidential oath.

A baseball game does not serve as a
rerrrinder of how bad the economy is or
how inflation is once again on the rise. A
baseball game is a three hour escape
from the not so happy reality of our
country's financial condition. If the candi dates do say something of consequence
it will be on the front page ofthe morning
paper. Let the journalists wade through
the crap and extract anything of value.
It is much easier b get the jmportant
partsofadebatefromthemorningpaper
then it is to get the whole story of the
exciting nint.11 inning of a game.
Now, let me clea!" something up. I'm
not an anarchist,! think voting is impor-
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sion networks would not re-schedule the
baseball games for the presidential debates. The debates will begin at 7 p.m.
eastern time, two hours earlier than
originally scheduled and much to the
chagrin ofwest coast voters and viewers.
The losers of this decision are not just
George Bush, Bill Clinton and Ross Perot.
Instead of barbs by Bush, we will see
Barry Bonds lead the Pittsburgh Pirates
inabaseballbattlewithAtlanta'sBraves.
What could be more important than
America's favorite past time?
For starters, an open prime time forum for a discussion of the issues that
will determine this country's direction.
Baseball is just a game, not a determining moment in our nation's history.
The economy and environment effect
millions of more people than the earned
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tant and I will read the papers andmake
an informed choice. I just want to watchA
new something I can believe in. Nine
men in tight pants.
We can put all my personal opinions
aside and still have valid reasons for
moving the debates.
Money. And that's reason enough for
anything.
Th.e networks have contracts with the
sportsinvolvinggrea!:amuuntsofmoney.
And you know the candidates are not
going to reach into their pockets or their
campaign funds to reimburse the stations.
Next, it's a matter of ethics. The baseball season, including the playoffs were
planned in great detail long before Bush
got the guts to face Clinton in a debate.
Thousands of people are involved in the
events; those who work and those who
have tickets. Is it really fair to force all
those people to rearrange their lives because Bush finally found some courage?
Finally, politics is important. And
those people who want to watch the
debate will watch it, no matter when it's
on. Those who were going to ignore the
debates and watch ESPN sports on Sunday night will do so anyway.
So hey, quite your belly-aching.
Besides, don't you think Clinton and
Bush are inte1ested in who is going to
become the next World Champions?They
are only human, you know.

run averages of the Oakland A's pitch-

games that people play and watch. Heck,
ers. Wake up America and get your pri- no one likes sports more than I do. From
orities in line. While Clinton's latest jab · my fantasy football team to the oodles of
at Bush may not be as exciting as a late Chicago Cubs' paraphernalia in my room,
inning Dave Winfield .home run, it is my affections for sport are rather clear.
surely more consequential.
However, I see that sports is just a
Students across this campus and diversion. My post graduation job prosthroughout the country wiU complain pects may hinge on who is elected this
about tuition increases, but they will fall, not on whethertheSeattleSeahawks
rathertune into sports than become edu- find a quarterback.
What will dominate the agenda, batcated voters.
Sports is a multi-billion dollar busi- · tinghelmetsandglovesorplatforrnsand
ness, but it is not the engine that drives ideas? If you want a better country for
the U.S. economy. Yes, sports provides your future, then choose politics over the
jobs, but it is not the difference in the pomp and pep ofthe World Series. They're
unemployment rate. The point spread both important, but only one will m·a tter
may be important in the office pool, but after November.
it doesn't create an impact on the stock
If your response is baseball, baseball,
market.
baseball then please don't bitch, bitch,
This column is not meant to rip the bitch!

I.

......--------------------FLEA MARKET
Something for those
of you who aren't taking
Stanley H. Kaplan Prep~
We've produced more top scores on tests like the
I.SAT, GMAT, GRE and· MCAT than all other courses
combined. Which means if you 're not taking Kaplan
Prep~ you may need to take more than a #2 pencil
to the test.

Ii STANLEY H. KAPIAN

I I 500 E. COLONIAL DR. (E. HWY. 50)
(ACROSS FROM THE FRAT HOUSE)
I•

FRI., SAT., & SUN. 8 AM-5PM
t

, • Hundreds of sellers, Thousands
of buyers
. • Millions of New & Used items,
Antique, & Collectibles
• Free Parking; $nack bars
COME ONE, COME ~LL TO
BUY OR SELL

£Take Kaplan Or TakeYour Chances

3403 Technological Ave.
Tech Plaza
·Orlando, Fl. 32817
(407) 273-7111
For other locanons call 800-KAP-TESI

(

DEALER SPACE AVAILABLE.
500 PAVED & COVERED SPACES
(407) 380-8888 OR 679-8705
NORB KOLB-, MGR.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Pos1n0Ns AvAIIABLE

Administrative Assistant (Accounting Background): see Donna Farley
Public Relations Assistant (must be energetic): see Chris Marlin
Stop By Student Center 155 for an application

DEADLINE TO APPLY: OCTOBER 14TH

CAMPUS

CAB::::
A
CTlllTIES BOARD
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Rec Report: A look at intramural leaders

11 :00 A.M.
CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

SOL ·

1o.stpb·.s
QCat1Jo1 it QCbuttlJ
~t.

1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses:

8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
275-0841

Capital Ins·urance Agency, Inc.
16681 McGregor Blvd., S.W., Suite 3-G, Ft. Myers, FL 33908
(813) 454-1818. {800) 940-1257

(

THE
CAPITAL ADVANTAGE

OPEN ENROLLMENT NOTICE
CAPITAL INSURANCE AGENCY, INC. is pleased to assist in the first open enrollment for the
Supplemental Insurance Pre-Tax Benefits. Enrollment for these plans will run in conjunction with
State Health, Life and Reimbursement Accounts which is scheduled for October 1st through October
30th, 1~92;

IMPORTANT:

This will be the ONLY chance until next year to enroll, change, or cancel these
valuable coverages. Please complete the following and return it to your PERSONNEL OFFICE.
A Capital Representative will contact you iri October.
·
Days Off: _ _ _ Work Phone_ _ _ _ _ _ Dept_ _ _ _ __

SS#

Date-of-Birth

Employee Name
Address

·.

City

Zip Code

Social Security #
Home Phone

OR CALL 1-800-940-1257
(
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Silver Anniversary marks a series of firsts
The staff made the very first issues in Student Center
rooms,
using darkroom facilities of the university.
MANAGING ~DITOR
The paper then moved to an office on the second floor
For 25 years this newspaper has reported the changes of the library, where it stayed until 1976. Dana Eagles
in the world around it, all the while following the was editor then. He said he doesn't remember why, but
university's growth. Though perhaps less noticeable, during the last part ofhis term the office was moved into
the Future has made significant changes ofits own. Its a trailer across the sidewalk from the Wellness Center.
history can be charted by a series of firsts:
This is the same trailer The Future uses today.
Newspaper:
The business and editorial offices of the paper have
Florida Technological University's first newspaper ap- swapped locations several times since then, between
peared Oct. 7, 1968-the first Friday of school. Titled the trailer and portables that were built with a darksimply, ''FTU???,"there had been no time to select a name. room.
Timothy O'Keefe, the university's only journalism Revenue:
The Future began as an extension of the university.
professor at that time and the paper's reluctant adviThe
president acted as the publisher, while a journalsor, said FTU President Charles Millican wanted a
ism
professor
served as advisor and reported to the vice
newspaper immediately.
The paper was four pages long and contained no president for Academic Affairs. All expenses were paid
-advertisements. It was typewritten, manually justified by the university.
At the end of the first quarter, the staffbegan selling
and printed on white paper using what equipment
there was on campus. The tiny staff hand-stapled and its first advertisements, while still comp1etely funded
delivered the paper, which had a circulation ofless than by the university. Soon a smaller amount was provided
annually by Student Government through Activity and
1,000, Gholdston estimated.
"If we hadn't had to have one the first week-if we Service fees, and it was up to the newspaper to cover the
could have planned better, gotten a staff together, it difference through advertising revenue.
could have been more fun," O'Keefe said. "As it was, it
was a big headache."
"I don't think most students appreciate the work
that goes in to [producing a newspaper]," O'Keefe said.
He added that John Gholdston, the first editor, and his
staff"... put in horrendous hours to get it out."
Name:
An insurance salesman later won the naming contest, and the paper became the "FuTUre."The style and
type of that name were revised several times. The
~~:~:~; r:~:~·~:::~c I~·:~:·::' ::~I ~·:~·11'1~ In r. .11 hII•
emphasis on the F,T and U was lost in 1976.
In 1985, while Mike Rhodes was editor and Jeff
r1,.,., ..
~~~:~"'~.-~:~r'.::.~r~w • ~;:,";;:;,~
~:1~._, .~:.': , ·;~•t
!;.,:
Glick was design chief, The Future underwent major
•'h.11,~:::~.~:·r ,:~:· ~·;.7,''1'.~. 1
~:~~~I ~l~:: ,:~:
1.
renovations in design. The name was expanded to The
=~~. :~~~. :;, :~~~~:!"~,.
Central Florida Future, mirroring FTU's renaming to
::;:,~~r~~; ~~;,.,."'
•!·~~~;I!:~~~~:
":: !:r=~
the University of Central Florida.
·Strive For Excellenc~ ::i::~;r
'""••1-r"
Editor:
,.1, ..
r.,
Gholdston, a freshman from the Edgewater High
U•••
~~-':~~·.:..' ,:!:!:.:::
ar "•rJarlU suu
:~1~!:;1°!r!:" ..:7"
School newspaper, said he and his FTU staff wrote
::~..:!,!~::':i ~:
from the ground up. "It was a great opportunity to lay
1r-th
c~~!:'~:i1
••••tin'
lwta-""::~··~~~= =~ ;~;II
-~.!::·~~:;: ~= ~:. :. ,,
the foundations of the paper," he said.
.~~~-; ~;;,~~=·1t. "~~;:~::'~~. :;:.:"':="
:"~~~::.!~11~1 ~~,:I!~,.
.,,iJ
.-r.,
rr
o.....
"" l .. .,...
He served as editor for a year and a half, then
In_,.,
::-~::~~
:~:.::,:.~-:~~~I~~;:. ;.~_•II Ill•·
i.-"•1Transit
disappeared for awhile. "I was working for the newspa...''""'"-IJlllcVCf
::~~ ~ l:~::-4 lD
Schedule
per, going to school and working at a radio station in
th:t ~~·~~:. ~~ :·,7
;;_;i:• •._ : - .. ,. .
Apopka as a DJ from ten at night to two or three in the
,, ,, ,........
,..,'"... ,,...,
....
morning," Gholdston said. "It was killing me. I lost all
~~.,~~~.!!~:,~~:~~~""·
interest in classes and left school."
l-;:~.:::;':::~ !!:)
:--.: :~l::l:h:.: ~~:·.~.
After about a year he returned to FTU. He worked at
•. ,,.,. o.:"•f"J•
.......
the FuTUre as layout editor and wound up being editor
v.. ,.,ta
••.tl1·,.1..-r.·
•Ill W a.....,1 .. 1...l
.... ,1 ..
,..
again until he graduated. Three years later he married
Sharon Marek, his successor.
Things at the Future have changed a bit.
Location:
by Savannah Miller
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Only during Lisa Chandler's term as editor in
1977-'78 did the paper come out of the red and make
money. ·They were able to return some of the A&S
fees and run the Future's first color photograph at
the end of the year.
All financial ties to SG were severed in 1985.
Board:

In 1980 the Board of Publications was formed,
designed to oversee the paper and relieve the president ofhis control. The BOP, comprised of the editor
in chief, business manager,joumalism faculty member and two local professionals, elects the editor and
business manager.
Other firsts included: Publisher: The Cupboard
News in Winter Park, where paste-up and publishing were done.
Later, the E.J. Daniels Publishing Company (which
ended its contract in 1974 over disagreements about
censoring photographs of streakers on campus) and
Oviedo Publishing Company, its current publishers.
The paper is produced entirely on campus and taken
to Oviedo camera-ready.
Equipment: Associated Press machine, bought by
Marvin Clegg. It was later given to the journalism
classes.
Kerry Faunce C76-'77) bought the p;iper's first typesetting machine. Several years later that same heavy
machine fell through the floor of the trailer.
During Mike Griffin's term ('82-'83) a newspaper
electronics system was installed. The wires to the
typesetter ran underground, so bad weather caused
·
problems.
Macintosh computers were purchased during Don
Wittekind's term ('86-'88). That system has been
revised.
Mike Rhodes purchased a half-toner, which saved
much time and money in printing photographs.
Hall of Fame: Started by Jamie Carte in 1991. A
member of the Future staff alumni is honored at the
annual semi-formal awards banquet.
Dana Eagles was the first Future Hall ofFamer, and
Mike Griffin was the second.
Scholarship:
Created by Scott Homer and first awarded by Jamie
Carte in 1990. An incoming freshman planning a
career in journalism is selected to receive a $1,000
scholarship, distributed by the financial aid office.
Heidi Steiner was the first recipient, Jennifer Schutte
was the second, and Heather Asche was the third.
First Female Sports Editor: Jennifer Duncanson, current sports editor under Bill Cushing. April Fools
Issue: Introduced by Sharon Marek's staff in 1973.
Softball: Annual game between the Future staff and
SG, started sometime between 1974and1980.
Annual Parties: Halloween, semi-formal Christmas,
Academy Awards, semi-formal awards banquet.
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Future was born and grew along with UCF
tional concerns.
FrU introduced the school seal in OctoASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
berofl 968. ItfeaturedPegasus, the winged
"It was 2[5] years ago today;" since the horse from Greek mythology.
opening day.
Besides the inference to '<reachingforthe
The tunes and times of the University of stars, Pegasus was alsochosenforits ability
Central Florida span the decades like the to span the centuries. FTIJ considered the
Beatles classic "Sergeant Pepper's umely seal to be as futuristic as the era's space
l:learts Club Band"
technology.
The Future was born with UCFalthough
The new seal arrived March 7, 1979 and
neither started out with that name.
was monnted on the front of the AdminisAt the opening ceremonies for UCF Oct. tration Building.
7,1968,BORChairmanChesterFerguson,
Students supporled president-elect Risaid Florida Technical University would chard Nixon's victory in the "Cirkle K"
impact the people of the Central Florida Mock Election of 1968. The Nixon-Agnew
area "not only for this generation but for ticket received 54 percent of the votes to 22
generations to come."
percent for the Wallace-Lemay ticket.
FTU President Millican, 1968-76, ex- Thirty-one percent of the FrU voters were
pected the school toenroll 15,000 students · registered to vote in the national election.
witlrin ten years. At that time, the com- Nixon spoke at commencement June 22,
pleted structures included the Learning 1973.
Resources building which housed the adTraffic violations haven't changed much
ministration, faculty and a computer cen- over the years. Beginning Oct 28, 1968
ter, a three stocy science building which security officers issued tickets for nonseated 300 students, a village center and registered vehicles, operational violations
the university's central utility plant The and parking violations.
following year, the university expanded to
The campus newspaper, FTU rn, was
a full four-year university offering bacca- first published on Oct. 7. It changed its
laureate degrees.
name to the FuTUre on Nov.15. The mastIn the years to follow, the events covered head carriedthe logo, 'We livein the present,
at the university reflected local and na-

by Jill Krueger

by the past, but for the FuTUre."
The paper adopted a different name
plateJan.17,1969.TheFuturechangedits
masthead again on Feb. 25, 1977.
The Future ran its first color photo June
2,1978.Althoughformatandwritingstyles
have changed over the years, the Central
Florida Future continued to report on issues affecting college students.
The university's presentAdministration
Building, completed in the fall of 1969,
contained two floors with 30 class rooms in
addition to offices for the administration.
The administration made plans to build the
large reflecting pool which was estimated
into the $2.2 million cost of the building.
Although technological advances contributed to the area's growth, progress can
be slow.
For example, repair and repaving of
Alafaya Trail from State Route 50 to the
Orange-Seminole County line began late in
theswnmerofl 969. ThewideningofAlafaya
was completed in May of1991.
"Peace Wednesday," Oct. 15, 1969,
bi:ought over 400 institutions together nationwide in a moratorium showing campus
sympatlzy in ending the war in Vietnam.
In April of1970, the Student Mobilization Committee marched on the Orlando

Federal Building to protest the draft, taxes
and war.
The Knights of Pegasus became the
FTIJ mascot on Dec. 4, 1970.
Fire became a major campus issue in
1971 when amid-March brush fire was set
by arsonists and then, two months later, a
forest fire raged on FTU property. U n i versity and business organization members annonnced in February 1974, plans to
establish a scientific research institu~ in
OrlandowhichgrewintotheCentralF1orida
Research Park.
Liberalism and conservatives prevailed
in 1973 when Millican approved the sale of
beer on campus and the Student Health
Center begrui offering birth control for.
female patients. For commencement that
year, the university managed to convince
then-PresidentNixon to be the commencement speaker.
Streaking, the newest craze to hit the
nation's universities, reached FTU in May
of1974 when eight unidentified nude men
ran across campus.
In the 1976 presidential election, UCF
political science instructors talked about
the Carter and Ford national and foreign
25 YEARS continued page 3

Who are these guys?
Faculty and administrators as they used to look
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debates.
FTU opened a child care center in 1976. Then, a waiting
list of50 children showed the program in 1978 was a twoyear-old with growing pains. Despite its pains, Orange
County Health Inspectors referred t.o the center as 'The
Rolls Royce" of child care facilities in the area The center
became the Creative School July 17, 1980.
Universityradio-televisionstudentsfirstinvolvedthemselves with "Crime Watch" in May of 1977. The Orlando
Police Department adopted the "Crime Watch" program
after its suggestion by Robert Doering, associate professor
of engineering at FfU.
Orlando Mayor Carl T. Langford named Nov. 29, 1977
as Charles N. Millican Day t.o observe the 12 years of the
president's leadership. Trevor Colboum succeeded him
Jan.19, 1979.
UnderColbourn, FfUbecame the University ofCentral
Florida after students favored a change 61 to 35 percent.
The Board of Regents approved the name change Dec. 4,
1978..
Bulldozers leveled UCFs in-house dwnp site inApril of
1982 after state officials learned it did not meet environmental standards. The illegal dwnp, created in the late
1960s when the library was built, became a rain-filled pit
over the years.
The UCF senate voted not to impeach Student Body
President Mark Geary for making $4-70 worth ofpersonal
calls in Dec.1983.
Not to be outdone, Student Government members
caused an uproar in May of1984, when they had a stripper
perfonii at their banquet.
The Supreme Court upheld affirmative action programs in April 1987. The decision allowed women to be
hired or promoted over men t.o rectify past discrimination
against women. Conservatives quickly criticized the decision as discriminat.ory toward men.
In Oct.ober of 1988, Nora Roth, a student working

t.owards an MBA, sued the university afterfailingtwice to
pass her final examinations.
King Will Leave
Almostayear 1ater,inSeptember1989,SGgotthesame
For Home of Braves
honor when a former student sued the student body
... story oo
J
president over a dispute concerning commissions owed for
distribution of advertising.
Duringthe springofl990one UCFstudent was charged lettermen
with the murder ofanother after the victim, a hemophiliac, Interview:
was kicked in the head during an unprovoked attack in
April.
'The
Valentine's Day of 1991 was not particularly heart- Impossible
warming when staff members found several hundred Dream'
copiesofthatdaysissuein a dwnpster. Although a student
senator confessed to the crime, the state's distric;tattomeys
office refused t.o press charges and, for the second time in
the paper's hist.ory, vandalism against the press went
·
unpunished.
In June of that year, UCF President Stephen Altman
stepped down under a cloud of suspicion after a Florida
DepartmentofLaw Enforcement investigation turned his
name upon the cust.omer list ofan escort service which had
been front for a prostitution ring.
LastMarch the elements took a strange tum in Orlando
when two major hail storms hit the area The second one
proved to be the most harmful to UCF as people on the
campus that evening watched their cars being pelted with
hailst.ones the size of softballs, although their consistency
Lord Dunn In More Ways Thon One
was certainly ore damaging. To this day, you can still tell
which cars were on the campus that night.
The year 1992 saw new leadership as UCF welcomed
John Hitt as its fourth president.
Political and social awareness, a new watchword for the
'90s, has been adopted by the students of UCF. After Fire struck the university twice in 1971.
Hurricane Andrew devastated the South Florida area,
numerous groups on campus pitched in to collect and
distribute food, water and supplies t.o victims.
Meanwhile, with the national election approaching, the
Florida Student Association chose UCFs campus as the
site for Vision '92, a statewide delegation t.o consolidate the OR (}/cays
Cut Imminent
acial Mix
voting power of students.
In Activities
What a "long and winding road" it's been.
"'"'t"••
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Bill Cushing (June '92-present}-plans t.o graduat.e this summer.
Heidi St.einer (May '92..June '92}-plans to graduate from Old Dominion University in '94 and freelances for the Virginian
Pilot.
Jamie D. Carte (May '90-April '92)-is a full-ti.me staff writ.er for the Oviedo Voice and freelanc:es for other publications.
R. ScottHomer(April '89-April '90}-worked one year at the Ocala Star-Banner after graduating and is now a graphic artist
at Florida Today.
Leslie Jorgenson (Nov. '88-April '89}-int.emed at U.S. News & World Report after graduation. She has been a comput.er
graphic artist at the Denver Post for three years.
David Schlenker (June '88-Nov. '88)-is a staffwrit.er and columnist for the business section of the Ocala Star-Banner and
engaged to be married in Deoomber.
·
David Alan Brodnax (May '88-June '88)--could not be reached.
·
Donald Wittekind (May 'SS.April '88}-has spent three and a halfyears at Florida Today, at the news desk, as a copy edit.or
and layout edit.or. He was promoted three weeks ago to presentation editor.
.
S. Mikell Rhodes (May '84-April '86}-works as Orlando Mayor Bill Frederick's assistant, writing speeches, grants,
oorrespondence and special projects.
Julie (D. Nonis) Anderson (Dec. '8.'3-April '84}-was a reporter for the Daytona Beach News Journal for two years after
graduating. She then worked at the Orlando Business Journal for three y~ as news edit.or and special projects editor. She
now works at the Orlando Sentinel and was recently promoted to copy chief of the business section.
·
MichaelE. Griffin(May'82-Nov. '83}-workedas a copy edit.or at the Orlando Sentinel aftergraduatingin1985 and has been
·a reporter there since 1986, covering county government
·
Mary Wilson (June '81-April '82}-worked in Gainesville; Columbia, South Carolina and at the Daily Commercial in
Leesburg after graduating. She workedata newspaperinAlaska until itrecentlyfolded andhas been hired at the Gainesville
Sun.
Laura J. Hoffman (Jan. '81..June '81)-rould not be reached.
Frank T. Forest.er (July '80-Dec. '80}-was selling cars with Jimmy Bryan in Orlando but is now t.eaching middle school
English in Dade County.
.
Deanna M. Gugel (June '79..June '80}-worked with the Council of Arts and Sciences after graduating, then served as the
alumni editor for UCF Public Affairs. She has worked for the last 10 years at Tribune Media Services, first as a writer and
now as business editor.
Anthony B. Toth (June '78-June'79)-rould not be reached.
Lisa (Ferguson-Chandler) Lockridge (July '77..June '78}-worked at the Orlando Sentinel as copy edit.or, layout editor and
local/state copy desk chief She has been the assistant regional edit.or for six years.
Kerry R Faunce (July '76- June '77)-rould not be reached.
Dana Scott Eagles (April '75..June '76~ed a master's in media management at the University of Florida and started
worlcing at the Orlando Sentinel as a reporter in 1978. He worked as copy edit.or, assistant business edit.or, lifestyle editor
and deputy metro editor at the Sentinel before arriving at his current position as deputy managing editor in charge ~f news
features.
Kathy Donaldson (Sept. '74-March '75)-rould not be reached. She was last known t.o work at Florida Today.
Marvin Clegg(Jan. '74-May'74)-worked forthe Daytona Beach News Journal Flagler Bureau for three months, then went
t.o law school atthe UniversityofFlorida. He worked as a Daytona prosecut.orfroml 979-1989, then wentintoprivat.e practice
in Daytona, doing full-ti.me criminal defense work for the state.
Jose Rodriguez (Sept. '73-Dec. '73}--could not be reached, but is known t.o be an Orange County judge.
Sharon (Marek) Gholdston (Jan. '73-June '73)-went to graduat.e school for one year, then worked at the Orlando Sentinel
as an education reporter, assistant metro editor and religion edit.or. Six years ago she did ad design and layout for the
Springville Herald Weekly.
Linda (Mettel) Tomlinson (Jan. '70-.June '72}-worked at the Orlando Sentinel as a report.er, then as Daytona Bureau chief.
Linda now works as office manager of a doctor's office and freelances on the side.
Jo S. Gholdston (Oct. '68-Jan. '70; June '72-Dec. '72}-went t.o Germany after graduation t.o work on a church mission He
worked with acoupleofCentralFloridanewspapers, butmostlywith the Orlando Sentinel. He was theirfirstbureaureporter
in Kissimmee and was religion editor when he left on a two-year sabbatical.

•Linda Tomlinsoo held the longest t.erm, from Jan. '70-.June '72.
•Heidi St.einer and David Brodnax had the shortest terms, from May to June.

.Former President Nixon spoke in 1973. ·
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UCF President Altman resigned in 1991.
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UCF boasts many sports

Future Trivia

for such a young school
Men's basketball began in 1969 and enjoyed
success in NCAA Division II under Gene 'Torchy"
Clark.Clarkhada274-87from1969-83andtookthe
team to the NCAA Tournament five times, making
it all the way to the "Final Foui' in 1978.
Cross country and track made its debut in 1970.
The men weretheSunshineStateConferenceChampions in 1982 and the women took second in the
South Women's Athletic Conference in 1986.
The school won itsfirstnational title in 1974when

the crew team won the Men's Four title. The women
took the Women's Four title in 1977.
Water skiing entered the scene and placed second
in the national championships in 1975-90.
The 1976 women's volleyball team won the state
title and held itfor four years. In 1978, the year FrU
changed to UCF, the team went 55-0 and captured
theAIAW national title. In 1983 the team was first in
the Sunshine State Conference and First in the New
South Women's Athletic Conference in 1986-87.
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Thefirstballwasthrown
out in 1976. In 1985, UCF saw
one ofits baseball players, Tim
Barker, set two NCAA records.
His number, 18, is retired at
UCF. In1992, the Knights had
their first player drafted by the
major leagues, Chad Mottola
The men's tennis team
won the Sunshine State Conference title in 1977-78 and the
women finished second in the
New South Women's Athletic
Conference in 1987.
UCF football started in
1979 under head coach Don
Jonas and went 6-2 in their
inauguralseason. Theteamhas
made two playoffappearances,
oncein1987attheNCAADivision II level and at the NCAA
Division I-AA level in 1990.
Women'sbasketballbegan
in 1981 and went 92-37 in four
years under Joe Sanchez. UCF
moved to NCAA Division I in
1984-85 and went 20-10.
The latest sporttocometo
UCF was men's rugby. Beginning with less than 10 men in
1988,in two years they claimed
thestatetitle, wererankedfirst
in the southeastandl 4th out of
400 teams in the nation.

Sports, mascots had

challenging beginnings
by Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

Sports has had a rough past at FrU and
UCF. In the beginning, there was only Intramural Sports and the meager beginnings of a
men's soccer team.
Students cried for more sports, namely football, but the answers
came slow and with
many problems.
Some of the
growing pains experienced by the Athletic department included budget cuts
(imagine that!), development that
threatened the intramural fields, a
FrU professor who
wanted to eliminate

all sports
scholarships
and indecision in the
FrUmascot.
In
the
first years of the school the Citronauts of FrU
persisted in growing and slowly adding sports
to the program. In 1969-70, FrU had golf,
cheerleading, men's soccer and men's basketball.
In November of1969, a track club was forming and FrU felt it needed a new mascot.
For several months the FuTUre tried to stir
up support for Vincent the Vulture.
A contest began and in January of1970 the
field was narrowed to six possibilities: Scorpion, Fox, Black Hawk, Cobra (which as we all
know flourish here in central Florida), Cheetah, and the eventual winner - the Knight of
Pegasus.
Under this new school representative, many
new sports have been "knighted" over the years.
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The ideal of beauty in the early
1970s-The Future's Friday Girl

FuTUre's Friday Girl

(

Soccer-14 years has brought success
by Andrew Varnon
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Men's soccer began in 1968,
largely due to the efforts of Mr.
Norbert St. Clair, for whom St.
Clair field, the home ofKnights'
soccer, is named.
They had their first practice
with 6 players in the field that
was behind the library. Since

then, they have gone on to win they went 11-3-0 and lost the
Sunshine State Conference AIAW Championship to eventitles in 1977, 1979 'and 1980. tual nemesis North Carolina.
They moved toNCAADivision I UCF is fortunate to have as an
in 1984, under head coach Jim alumna Michelle Akers-Stahl,
Rudy and finished with a record considered by many to be the
greatest woman soccer playerin
of 8-5-3 that season ..
Women's soccer at UCFdidn't the world today. Since the
begin until 1981, a year before women's team joined the NCAA
women's soccer became an in 1982, it has been to the NCAA
NCAA sanctioned sport. That tournament six times: in 1982,
first season, coached by Ruby, 1984, 1986, 1988and1991.
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